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Abstract

Speakers mention each other for various reasons in parliamentary debate speeches.
Recognizing person name mentions from textual speeches and linking them to
corresponding speakers allows construction of mention networks of politicians and
parties that can be analyzed using methods of network science and bibliometrics.
This paper shows how networks based on person name mentions in speeches
can be constructed and analyzed based on the speech corpus 2015–2022 of the
Parliament of Finland. Our results give novel insights on how the party and its
role (government, opposition) affect the way how the Members of Parliament
(MP) reference each other in their speeches.

Keywords: parliamentary studies, network analysis, linked data, bibliometrics,
digital humanities

1 Introduction

Openness and transparency of parliamentary work is a foundation of democracy. An
important public part of parliamentary work are the plenary debates where the MPs
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discuss and enact new laws, oversee the work of the government, and decide on the state
budget. The minutes of the plenary sessions therefore provide interesting information
about the state and functioning of democratic systems and enable study of political
life, language, and culture [1].

The minutes of the plenary debates of various Parliaments have been forged into
parliamentary corpora, see, e.g., [2]. Parliamentary discussions and other materials
have also been transformed into Linked Data (LD) when, e.g., creating the LinkedEP
[3] system based on the European Parliament’s data1, the LinkedSaeima for the Lat-
vian parliament [4], and the Finnish ParliamentSampo [5–8] whose data is used in this
paper. Transforming parliamentary data into LD provides well-defined semantics for
representing and enriching knowledge2 aggregated from heterogeneous data sources
[3, 4], which makes it easier to query the data and to construct networks for data
analyses.

Parliamentary corpora have been used mostly for linguistic analyses. For example,
in [9] the contents of women’s parliamentary speeches in the British Parliament were
analyzed, and thematic and conceptual analyses of the opinions and language were
made in [10–14]. In earlier research, sociocentric and egocentric networks connecting
the actors have been constructed from different texts based on, e.g., mentioned names,
hypertext links, genealogical relations, or similarities in characteristics, such as lifetime
events [15–17].

In this paper, the latter idea is applied to parliamentary speeches where speakers
mention each other. This paper presents, how different networks of MPs and parties
can be constructed based on person name mentions in parliamentary speeches, and
how these networks can be analyzed using methods of network science and biblio-
metrics. As a case study, networks were created using the ParliamentSampo data and
infrastructure [8], specifically the speech subcorpus 2015–2022 of the Parliament of
Finland [5, 7] and the knowledge graph (KG) of the MPs [6]. Analyses of networks
based on person name mentions reveal, does the party of the speakers (right-wing,
left-wing, opposition, government) affect how the MPs are mentioned or who they
mention, and who are the most central people in parliamentary discussions from a
network analytic point of view. More detailed descriptions of the analyses presented
can be found in [18]. How the parliament works in Finland is documented in [19].

2 Related Works

During the last two decades, network science [20–22] has become an increasingly signif-
icant field by successfully explaining phenomena and fundamental concepts in a wide
array of systems from cellular biology to societies. In the context of parliamentary
speech data, especially discourse network analysis (DNA) has been used. Discourse
network analysis, combining network analysis and qualitative content analysis, can
reveal connections between political actors at the discursive level [23].

For example, [24] clustered speeches given in the Parliament of New Zealand ac-
cording to their topics and created a weighted network where MPs were connected

1The European Parliament publishes data about its work as LD online: https://data.europarl.europa.eu/
en/home.

2https://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/
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when they had spoken about the same topics. Networks of MPs for different par-
liaments were analyzed using complex network techniques to study, e.g., community
structure of networks. [25] constructed a network of German MPs based on how they
agreed with each other in speeches and written explanations of votes related to the
Greek crisis in 2010–2015. Bhattacharya studied how party unity held in discussions
and decisions related to the Greek crisis. To the best of our knowledge, how MPs men-
tion each other in their parliamentary speeches has not been studied before. Instead,
the behavior of politicians on social media has been studied. For example, [26] studied
how Dutch MPs interact on Twitter3 using a mention function and concluded that
mention networks based on tweets do not indicate political polarization.

The idea of our work is to construct different kind of networks based on person
name mentions on parliamentary speeches and analyze these networks using methods
from network analysis and bibliometrics in order to find out possibly interesting MPs
or mention patterns in parliamentary discussions. Bibliometrics is a study of publica-
tions that is often based on citations between scientific publications [27]. Bibliometric
studies can be done, e.g., on document, author or journal level in order to find central
actors and possible clusters of publications or authors [28]. In our work parliamentary
speeches correspond to the documents, MPs to authors, and parties or committees to
journals. Bibliometric methods used in this work include citation analysis (CA), author
co-citation analysis (ACA) and author bibliographical coupling analysis (ABCA).

CA can reveal the most significant documents or authors on the chosen field of
analysis. It is assumed that a large number of mentions to a document or an author
tells that the document or author in question is influential on its own field [29]. ACA is
often used to study the intellectual structure of chosen disciplines by clustering authors
based on co-citations whereas ABCA can also give hints of the future directions of the
field [30].

Traditional methods of bibliometrics are purely citation-based and do not take into
account the context of citations. Context has been taken into account by manually
sorting citations into categories [31]. Manual sorting is not feasible when the number
of citations to be studied is large. An other way for including citation context into
analyses is to compare the location of citations in the articles or to calculate similarity
of citation sentences [32]. Dynamics of citation-based networks can be taken into
account by constructing networks for different time periods and comparing results [33].

3 Data

We used the ParliamentSampo data that contains all parliamentary debate speeches
in Finland from 1907 as well as data about the MPs parliamentary organizations as
Linked Open Data [8]. The ParliamentSampo data publication consists of two parts:
1) a knowledge graph (KG) of parliamentary debate speeches [5] and 2) a KG of the
political actors [6]. In order to extract networks based on person name mentions, the
original RDF speech graph was enriched with Natural Language Processing (NLP)
methods, such as named entity recognition (NER) and linking (NEL) [34].

3https://twitter.com
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The named entities (NE) were extracted from the parliamentary speeches from end
of April 2015 until end of January 2022, which limits the analyses for this particular
time period and parliament. Recognized named entities, the mentioned people, places,
groups, organizations, and their related information were linked internally to the Par-
liamentSampo KG of MPs. For a broader data enrichment, linkings to external data
sources were created, including the Kanto4 vocabulary for Finnish actors provided by
the National Library, the YSO Places ontology5 and PNR6 gazetteer of Finnish place
names by the National Survey. Named entity recognition and linking of person name
mentions are explained in more detail in [35]. Since then the person name linkage have
been improved by linking also family name mentions.

The accuracy of the NER was estimated for 100 randomly selected mentions of
people, places, organizations, and expressions of time. The precision was 97%, recall
77%, and F1-score 86%. Low recall is mostly due to problems in recognizing organi-
zations, and it should not have too great effect on our work. The results for linking
people were calculated for 100 randomly selected speeches that contained 100 entities
in total. The precision was 98%, recall 96%, and F1-score 97%.

Table 1 contains the number of speeches and number of speeches in which at least
one person name mention has been recognized and linked. In total NEL and NER have
been done for about 120 000 speeches and 64 000 of them contain linked person name
mentions. NEL and NER have not been done properly for speeches given in Swedish.
The number of Swedish speeches is, however, quite low (1400) compared to the total
number of speeches and leaving them out affects mostly the Swedish People’s Party
as one third of the party’s speeches are given in Swedish. The number of speeches of
the Speaker of the Parliament of Finland is higher on the later electoral term even if
all the speeches of the electoral term are not in the data. This is due to differences on
how those speeches are written down and it does not concern our work as the speeches
of the Speaker are excluded from our analyses.

Electoral term Speeches Speeches with person name mentions

2015–2018 51807 (64934) 24428 (31075)

2019–2022* 33146 (55104) 16405 (31578)

Total 86820 (120038) 40833 (64221)

Table 1: Number of speeches and number of speeches that contain
at least one person name mention. Numbers inside brackets tell the
number of speeches when speeches of the Speaker of Parliament of
Finland are also taken into account. *Speeches from the electoral term
2019–2022 were available only until 6.5.2022.

4https://finto.fi/finaf/en/
5https://finto.fi/yso-paikat/en/?clang=en
6http://www.ldf.fi/dataset/pnr
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4 Methods

4.1 Constructing Networks

Different networks based on mentions between MPs were created and analyzed using
NetworkX [36]. For the networks where nodes are MPs, speeches from the electoral
term 2015–2018 were used. Limiting speeches for one electoral term prevents situa-
tions where MPs who were chosen for both terms have had more opportunities to
mention other MPs and to be mentioned by other MPs, which causes them to sur-
face in the analyses. For the networks where nodes are parties, speeches from the first
half of electoral term 2019–2022 were also used. Because many parties’ parliamentary
role, government or opposition, changed when the electoral term changed, including
speeches from both electoral terms allows to study, if mentions received and made by
the members of the party is affected by the party’s parliamentary role. Speeches that
do not contain any linked person names were excluded from the analysis. In addi-
tion, administrative speeches of the Speaker of the Parliament of Finland and speeches
given in Swedish were not taken into account as person name recognition and linking
is done using tools related to the Finnish language.

In citation (or mention) network of MPs the nodes are MPs. A directed link goes
from one MP to other MP when an MP mentions another MP in his/her speech. The
link weight is the number of speeches, where the first MP mentions the second MP
at least once. Self-mentions are not taken into account, i.e., there is no links from a
node to node itself. To obtain citation networks between parties, MPs were grouped by
their parties and link weight summed. If an MP had changed party during an electoral
term, mentions made and received by the MP were added to the party that the MP
was member at the time of each speech where mentions were made.

Co-citation and bibliographical coupling based networks were also constructed for
MPs. In co-citation networks a link was added between MPs when some other MP had
mentioned both MPs in his/her speeches. When one MP has mentioned two other MPs
in their speeches, we take the minimum of the number of times the MP has mentioned
one or the other MP. By summing up minimums from all MPs we get the total co-
citation count between two other MPs. In a network based on bibliographical coupling
there is link between two MPs when they have mentioned at least one same person in
their speeches. Bibliographical coupling strengths or link weights were calculated using
similar idea as for co-mention graphs, but now summing up minimums of mentions
made instead of received mentions.

To take mention context into account in co-citation and bibliographical coupling
analyses, ideas presented by Jeong et al. [32] were followed with some modifications.
They calculated cosine similarities for each citing sentence pair in the document and
summed cosine similarities in all documents related to two authors to get co-citation
count between those two authors. Networks presented in our work are based on MP
level mentions instead of speech level mentions, and co-citation counts are then cal-
culated differently. Sentences that contain mentions of MPs were first extracted from
speeches and then lemmatized using Voikko linguistic software7. Cosine similarity for

7https://voikko.puimula.org/
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each sentence pair was calculated, where the MP mentions one MP in the first sen-
tence and other one in the second sentence. Maximum cosine similarity was chosen
and total co-citation count for the two mentioned MPs was acquired by summing all
maximum cosine similarities. For content based bibliographical coupling analysis, a
similar idea was used to get total bibliographical coupling strengths.

4.2 Bibliometric Methods

Traditional methods of bibliometrics are often based on multivariate analysis, such as
factor analysis, clustering analysis, and multidimensional scaling of matrices based on
citations, e.g., a co-citation matrix C, citation matrix J, or bibliographical coupling
matrix B [37–39]. In a citation matrix J each element jij corresponds to the number
of citations from actor i to actor j and self-citations can be ignored by assigning
zero to corresponding elements in the matrix [40]. In case of our work, element jij
corresponds to the number of times MP i has mentioned MP j or members of party i
have mentioned members of other party j.

A co-citation matrix is based on co-citations, i.e., how often actors are cited to-
gether by a third actor [41]. Elements of a bibliographical coupling matrix are based
on the similarity of reference lists of the documents or actors [39]. These matrices are
symmetric similarity matrices. In multivariate analysis, the diagonals of these matri-
ces can be handled as missing values and replaced by column means [42]. On author
level analysis there are multiple ways to count co-citations and bibliographical cou-
plings between authors [43, 44]. In the case of our work, two MPs are co-cited when a
third MP has mentioned both of them in their speeches. The total co-citation count is
obtained by choosing the minimum number of times a third MP has mentioned first
or second MPs, and summing minimums from all third MPs. Similarly, there is a bib-
liographical coupling between two MPs when they have mentioned the same third MP
in their speeches. The total strength of the bibliographical coupling is the minimum
number of times the first or second MP have mentioned the third MP, and summing
minimums for all third MPs.

The previous matrices can be seen as adjacency matrices to networks where nodes
are documents, authors, or journals, and links are based on the citations between
them. In our work, nodes are MPs or parties, and links are based on person name men-
tions in parliamentary speeches. The citation matrix gives the corresponding directed
citation network [45]. The co-citation matrix and bibliographical coupling matrix give
an undirected co-citation network and a bibliographical coupling network [28]. This
allows usage of network analysis methods for finding communities and central nodes
as well as for creating interesting visualizations [30].

Figure 1 shows a simple citation network and its adjacency matrix that corresponds
to a citation matrix, and co-citation and bibliographical coupling networks based on
citation network and their adjacency matrices. For example, node 2 has cited node 1
so there is a link from node 2 to node 1 and j21 = 1. Node 1 has cited nodes 3 and 4
so they are connected in a co-citation network. Nodes 2 and 4 have both cited node 1
in the original citation network and are then connected in a bibliographical coupling
network. In the case of the co-citation and bibliographical networks, the diagonals of
the adjacency matrices are set to zero as nodes do not have self-links. If adjacency
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matrices are used in the analysis as co-citation and bibliographical coupling matrices,
the diagonal values can be considered as missing values.

Figure 1: Example of a) simple citation network and its adjacency matrix or citation
matrix b) co-citation network based on citation matrix and its adjacency matrix and
c) bibliographical coupling network and corresponding adjacency matrix.

In co-citation analysis, multidimensional scaling (MDS), factor analysis (FA), and
agglomerative hierarchical clustering (HC) are often used in order to find possible
groups of authors and consequently possible subfields within the chosen research field.
Same methods can be used for author bibliographical coupling analysis, in which case
input matrix is a bibliographical coupling matrix instead of a co-citation matrix [39].
In the case of our work, it would be interesting to see if there is some pattern behind
person name mentions made in parliamentary speeches, e.g., are some MPs clearly
often mentioned together compared to other MP groups, or can MPs be divided into
groups based on how they mention other MPs.

Multidimensional scaling is a group of visualization methods that try to represent
data in lower dimensions while preserving the distances between the data points [46].
For example, in case of co-citation analysis, items that have been often cited together
appear to be close to each other in visualization. MDS does not assign clusters to items
but resulting visualization can be used as supporting evidence for HC and FA results
[41]. For FA we used principal factor extraction with Promax rotation. An item was
thought to belong to component (or cluster) when the corresponding loading was over
0.4 and one item might belong to multiple components.
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There are some fundamental differences between citations in scientific publications
and person name mentions in parliamentary speeches. Some of these differences re-
move common problems in bibliometrics, some differences bring new problems to be
considered. In bibliometrics, citations, co-citations, and bibliographical couplings are
always based on the document level counts even if the analyses are done, e.g., on an
author or a journal level. In parliamentary discussions, person name mentions might
be direct mentions to people rather than mentions to their speeches. For example,
during the electoral term 2015–2018 about 15% of the sentences in speeches that con-
tain person name mentions contain also the words ”puheenvuoro” or ”puhe” (speech)
that indicates direct mention to mentioned person’s speech rather than mention to the
person themselves. Person name mentions, co-mentions, and bibliographical couplings
are then calculated on an MP level instead of speech level.

Parliamentary speeches in the Parliament of Finland are often quite short and there
are not many person name mentions per speech. Speeches given during the electoral
term 2015–2018 contained on the average 0.73 person name mentions to MPs chosen
for the term when speeches of the Speaker of Parliament are not taken into account.
Speeches that contained person name mentions had on the average 1.54 mentions.
Figure 2 shows the proportion of speeches given during 2015–2018 term that contain
mentions to certain number of different MPs and only 15.7% of speeches contain
mentions to more than one people. For this reason, we ended up defining co-citation,
or co-mention, between two MPs as a situation where the third MP mentions two MPs
in their speeches but mentions do not have to happen in the same speech. Similarly
bibliographical coupling happens when two MPs mention the same MP in some of
their speeches.

These differences make, e.g., some bibliometrics indicators meaningless in the con-
text of parliamentary speeches. In addition, results of CA, ACA, and ABCA have to
be interpreted accordingly. For example, if two persons have cited the same document,
it is more safe to assume that they are interested in the same topic than if they cite
the same author but not necessarily the same document. The cited author could, for
example, provide publications related to two different topics. The first citing author
might be interested in the first topic and the second citing author in the other topic.
Similarly in parliamentary debates when two persons mention the same person but
we do not know if they refer to the same speech, we can not really know if mentioning
MPs are interested in similar topics. Presumably person name mentions in parliamen-
tary debate speeches also contain more often mentions that rise from disagreements
than scientific citations.

Bibliographical studies rely often on different citation databases. The used database
may not contain all works of all interesting authors, which may have some effect on
the results [30]. In our work all the speeches from chosen time period are available, but
mistakes in recognising and linking person name mentions may cause missing person
name mentions or mentions are linked to wrong people. And even if all the speeches are
in the data set, the number of speeches related to each topic are limited and all MPs
may not have chance to give a speech [47]. In CA and ACA, older publications have
had more time to accumulate citations, which makes them show up more prominent
than newer publications [30]. If person name mentions in parliamentary speeches are
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Number of mentioned MPs in 2015–2018 speeches

Figure 2: The proportion of speeches given during electoral term 2015–2018 that
contain mentions to 0, 1, 2, 3 or more different MPs chosen for 2015–2018 term. The
speeches given by the Speaker of the Parliament are not taken into account.

limited to, e.g., some electoral term, all MPs have had same time to accumulate
mentions. However, here are some exceptions when, for example, an MP has left the
Parliament in the middle of the electoral term.

4.3 Network Analysis

For networks, some basic metrics like the number of nodes and edges and network
density were calculated. Network density corresponds to the number of links in the
network divided by the number of all possible links in the network. For example, in
the case of the citation network, the density tells how comprehensively MPs mention
each other. In-degree tells the number of citations an MP or a party has received from
other MPs or parties. Out-degree is the number of mentions an MP or members of a
party have made to other MPs or members of other parties. If link weights are not
taken into account, in-degree corresponds to the number of MPs that one MP has
mentioned and out-degree is the number of MPs that have mentioned that one MP.
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For directed citation networks, hub and authority values were calculated for the
nodes. In general, good hub links to several good authorities and good authority has
links from good hubs [48]. In citation analysis, authorities are high quality sources
and hubs cite many high quality sources, and ideal work has then high values in both
[49]. MPs who have high authority values have probably been in charge of something
significant and MPs who have high hub values have mentioned lot of other MPs. If
an MP has a high hub and authority value, (s)he is probably central in parliamentary
discussions in some way.

In addition, eigenvector centrality was calculated for the nodes. In the case of
undirected networks, nodes with high eigenvector centrality have many neighbours
and the neighbours in turn have many neighbours. In a directed citation network, a
node has high eigenvector centrality if it has been cited often and those citing it have
also been cited often.

5 Analyzing Networks of Politicians

5.1 Citation Networks of Parties

For parties, three citation networks for different time periods were constructed. The
first citation network is based on speeches from the beginning of the electoral term
2015–2018 until June 12, 2017, when a group of politicians parted ways with the
Finns party (PS) and formed the new party Finnish Reform Movement (KL), and
the remaining MPs of the Finns party moved from government to opposition. Other
parties that had MPs during the first time period were the National Coalition Party
(Kok.), Centre Party (Kesk.), Social Democratic Party (SDP), Left Alliance (Vas.),
Green League (Vihr.), Swedish People’s Party (RKP), and Christian Democrats (KD).
The second network is based on speeches from the remaining period of the electoral
term, and in addition to parties mentioned above the Movement Now (Liik.) and Seven
Star Movement (TL) had both one MP. The third network is formed from speeches
given during the first half of the electoral term 2019–2022. In addition to the parties
in the first time period, the parties Liik. and Power Belongs to the People (VKK)
had both one MP. Networks from different time periods allow studying how a party’s
parliamentary role affects person name mentions made and referred to by the party
members.

Table 2 provides statistics for the different time periods when speeches of speakers’
fellow party members are not taken into account. The proportion of speeches that
contain person name mentions remains stable. Almost one third of these mentions are
mentions of ministers. The resulting citation networks are dense and for the last two
networks small ”one man parties” lower the density.

Figure 3 shows the proportion of the speeches containing at least one person name
mention to an other MP given by party members during different parliamentary ses-
sions. For some parties (Vas. and Vihr.) the proportion of speeches containing mentions
seems to get smaller as the parties move from opposition to government from the
parliamentary session 2019 onward. Similarly, the proportion of speeches that con-
tain mentions to other MPs by National Coalition members rises as the party moves
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from government to opposition when the electoral term changes. These observations,
however, do not hold for all parties.

Time period Days Parties Speeches Mentions
Speeches with
person name

mention

Proportion
of minister
mentions

Density of
network

22.4.2015–
12.6.2017 783 8 27467 14378 0.41 0.27 1.0

13.6.2017–
16.4.2019 673 11 23634 12096 0.39 0.26 0.83

24.4.2019–
2.7.2021 801 10 25292 13353 0.41 0.33 0.92

Table 2: Number of days, parties, speeches, and person name mentions on chosen time periods.
In addition, the there are columns for the proportion of speeches where a speaker has mentioned
at least one member of another party, proportion of minister mentions out of all person name
mentions, and density of the corresponding citation network. Mentions to speakers’ fellow party
members are not taken into account.

Mentions made by parties

Figure 3: Proportion of biggest parties’ speeches that contain at least one mention
to MPs from other parties during different parliamentary sessions. Speeches of the
Speaker of Parliament and speeches given in Swedish are not taken into account.

In the case of parties, a citation matrix normalized by Pearson correlations was
used as basis for HC and MDS and parties whose members had been mentioned
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under 50 times were left out. Figure 4 shows results of MDS where nodes are colored
according to HC results. Based on how the members of other parties have mentioned
parties’ politicians, parties can be divided into government and opposition parties.
In other words, members of opposition parties and members of government parties
are mentioned with different patterns by other parties’ members. The results do not
change even if mentions to ministers are left out.

5.2 Citation Network of MPs

The citation network of MPs was constructed based on over 51 000 speeches given dur-
ing the electoral term 2015–2018 of which over 24 000 contained at least one mention
to an other MP chosen for the term. About 24% of these mentions were mentions of
ministers. In total 214 different MPs were active during the electoral term.

To study and visualize part of the citation network, hub and authority values
were calculated for nodes using the HITS algorithm [50]. In case of our work, MPs
with high authority values have been mentioned often by good hubs, and MPs with
high hub values have made mentions often especially of good authorities. Ten MPs
with highest authority values and ten MPs with highest hub values are shown in
Fig. 5. Table 3 contains MPs with highest hub and/or authority values. High in-
degree, when the number of speeches where an MP has been mentioned is high, leads
to high authority and eigenvector centrality values. Similarly, high out-degree, when
the number of speeches where an MP has mentioned some other MP, results in high
hub values. The most often mentioned MP was prime minister Juha Sipilä. Mrs. Pia
Viitanen from opposition had mentioned other MPs most often, as well as given the
largest number of speeches.

Nodes with highest authority values contain ministers and/or party leaders (Sipilä,
Soini, Orpo, Stubb, Lindström, and Rinne) and MPs who have also highest hub values
(Rinne, Zyskowicz, Heinonen, Heinäluoma, and Harakka). Ministers and party lead-
ers presumably get mentions when discussing matters related to the minister’s area
of responsibility or issues related to parties. Nodes that have both high authority and
hub values can be considered to be central people in parliamentary discussions; they
mention other MPs often and they are also getting answers by receiving person name
mentions. Other hubs include Heinonen, Arhinmäki, Anderson, Viitanen, and Lindt-
man. Hubs have given a lot of speeches and were mentioned many other MPs. Seven
of the top ten authorities are government politicians, and seven of the top hubs are
members of opposition parties.

5.3 Co-citation and Bibliographical Coupling Networks of MPs

Co-citation and bibliographical coupling networks were also constructed for MPs based
on the speeches of the electoral term 2015–2018. The resulting networks have densities
close to 1.0, i.e., almost every pair of MPs have been mentioned by at least one same
MP and almost every pair of MPs have mentioned at least one same person. We tried
to look for clusters of MPs based on how often they have been co-mentioned and how
often they have mentioned same MPs.

12



Figure 4: MDS and HC results for parties during three different time periods. Parties
are colored based on HC results. Parties colored with yellow are also government
parties whereas parties colored with blue are opposition parties.
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Figure 5: Ten MPs with highest hub and authority values based on the HITS algo-
rithm. The darker red, the larger authority value, and the darker blue, the larger hub
value.

MP Party Speeches In-degree Out-degree
Eigenvector
centrality

Sipilä, Juha Kesk. 672 (8) 1725 (1) 406 (21) 0.153 (1)
Orpo, Petteri Kok. 619 (12) 1293 (2) 363 (25) 0.138 (3)
Zyskowicz, Ben Kok. 690 (7) 1001 (3) 963 (3) 0.128 (5)
Lindström, Jari PS/KL 529 (19) 907 (4) 541 (14) 0.139 (2)
Heinonen, Timo Kok. 929 (3) 799 (5) 1045 (2) 0.137 (4)
Soini, Timo PS/KL 326 (56) 742 (6) 357 (26) 0.125 (6)
Rinne, Antti SDP 492 (24) 733 (7) 454 (17) 0.112 (13)
Heinäluoma, Eero SDP 727 (6) 695 (8) 804 (7) 0.120 (8)
Viitanen, Pia SDP 1051 (1) 579 (9) 1183 (1) 0.107 (14)
Harakka, Timo SDP 652 (9) 560 (11) 700 (8) 0.123 (7)
Hoskonen, Hannu Kesk. 970 (2) 539 (12) 831 (5) 0.117 (12)
Stubb, Alexander Kok. 205 (99) 469 (13) 129 (98) 0.099 (24)
Lindtman, Antti SDP 603 (14) 384 (18) 821 (6) 0.101 (22)
Arhinmäki, Paavo Vas. 439 (32) 371 (20) 595 (11) 0.098 (28)
Andersson, Li Vas. 743 (5) 369 (21) 570 (12) 0.106 (15)

Table 3: MPs with ten highest hub and/or authority values, their parties,
number of given speeches, in-degree (mentions received), out-degree (mentions
made) and eigenvector centrality. Number inside brackets tell how MPs high
rank out of all MPs active during electoral term 2015–2018.
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Fig. 6 shows MDS mapping for 50 MPs that have mentioned most often other MPs
based on bibliographical couplings. On the left and upper sides of the mapping there
are opposition politicians, and government politicians are mostly placed on the right
side. By taking into account the sentences where the mentions were made, a distinc-
tion between opposition and government MPs became more clear and visible also in
FA results. Fig. 7 shows how MPs load to different factors based on bibliographical
couplings between MPs and by taking mention sentences into account. The first fac-
tor contains mostly opposition politicians, the third factor contains both government
and opposition politicians, and the fourth factor contains especially members of PS,
the fifth the members of the KD.

For the co-citation network, similar phenomena were observed. There was some
distinction between opposition and government politicians and that distinction become
more clear when the mention context was taken into account. However, no well defined
clusters were found using the methods described in this paper.

Figure 6: MDS mapping of 50 MPs that have mentioned most often other MPs during
electoral term 2015–2018 based on bibliographical couplings.

6 Discussion

In this paper we presented the idea of creating and analyzing networks of MPs and
parties based on mentions between speakers in parliamentary debate speeches. As a
case study, networks of MPs and parties based on 120 000 speeches were created by
making use of named entities extracted from the speeches. Finally, resulting examples
of network and bibliometric analyses were presented.
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Figure 7: FA with Promax rotation results based on bibliographical couplings for 100
MPs that have mentioned most often other MPs. MP is connected to the factor if they
have loading of at least 0.4 to the factor. Five factors explain 81% of the variance.
Members of opposition parties are colored with red, members of government parties
with blue, and members of the Finns party that belonged first to government and then
to opposition during chosen time period are colored with yellow.

The results of our case study suggest that the methods used can reveal potentially
interesting phenomena in parliamentary discussions. For example, the parliamentary
role, government or opposition, of parties seems to have big effect on who mentions
whom. Reference networks of MPs reveal the most active debaters as well as biggest
authorities. However, interpreting results more profoundly requires domain knowledge
and close reading of the related speeches. The ParliamentSampo semantic portal8 can
support both distant and close reading tasks by integrating semantic faceted search
and browsing facilities with data-analytic tools. Faceted search can be used to filtering
subsets of speeches to be analyzed, or to finding certain speeches when interpreting
the results [51].

Our results suggest that taking the context into account, the distinction based on
person name mentions between opposition and government politicians becomes more
clear. In future analyses, it would be interesting to include the context of person
name mentions in the analyses by, for example, taking into account the topics of the
speeches. Alternatively, the speeches could be limited to a certain topic in order to
study behaviour of parties and MPs related to certain topics.

8Portal in use at: https://parlamenttisampo.fi; project homepage: https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/
semparl/en/
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7 List of Abbreviations

Abbreviations of Political Parties in Finland

KD Christian Democrats (Suomen Kristillisdemokraatit)
Kesk. Centre Party (Suomen Keskusta)
KL Finnish Reform Party (Korjausliike)
Kok. National Coalition Party (Kansallinen Kokoomus)
Liik. Movement Now (Liike Nyt)
PS Finns Party (Perussuomalaiset)
RKP Swedish People’s Party (Suomen ruotsalainen kansanpuolue)
SDP Social Democratic Party (Suomen Sosialidemokraattinen Puolue)
TL Seven Star Movement (Seitsemän tähden liike)
Vas. Left Alliance (Vasemmistoliitto)
Vihr. Green League (Vihreä liitto)
VKK Power Belongs to People (Valta kuuluu kansalle)

Other Abbreviations

ABCA author bibliographical coupling analysis
ACA author co-citation analysis
CA citation analysis
FA factor analysis
HC agglomerative hierarchical clustering
MDS multidimensional scaling
MP member of Parliament
NEL named entity linking
NER named entity recognition
NLP natural language processing
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